Edit Collection
The Edit Sofa features supreme comfort with a luxurious seat-depth and super-soft upholstery.
Continuous seam details are also a key feature of the design. The seam detail wraps around the arm
and back panels. This detail is continued through to the bolster and back cushions, giving the sofa a
sophisticated aesthetic to suit a multitude of interiors.
The Edit collection includes two-seater, 2.5-seater, and three-seater sofas, as well as a roomy armchair.

Designed in New Zealand by Città
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COMPOSITION
Frame: Solid Pine/MDF/Steel/Webbing. 		
Fill: 50% Feather/50% Fibre with 100% Cotton Down Proof.

Fabric: Various Options

SOFA
1 FWL0102L

EDIT 3 SEATER FRAME

245x100x85cmh

Fabric Required: 15.8m

$5,580.00

2 FWL0102M

EDIT 2.5 SEATER FRAME

200x100x85cmh

Fabric Required: 14.8m

$5,176.00

3 FWL0102S

EDIT 2 SEATER FRAME

185x100x85cmh

Fabric Required: 13.8m

$4,660.00
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ARMCHAIR
4 FWL0103

EDIT ARMCHAIR FRAME

100x95x85cmh

Fabric Required: 8m		

$3,178.00
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ASSEMBLY
Assembly not required

CARE/CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Regularly plump and turn any feather filled cushions to ensure that they retain their shape, with any fixed components smooth over
the fabric with your hands and pull back into the correct shape and alignment. Remove any small marks by spot cleaning with a
clean damp cloth or paper towel, if further care is needed please refer to the cleaning requirements of your specific fabric. We do
not recommend using any fabric protector treatments, but if you do please ensure its water based. Pilling may occur occasionally as
a result of normal daily wear and should not be considered as a fault. Fibre pills can be removed by a battery operated pilling tool
available from most haberdashery stores. Vacuum on low suction using a soft upholstery attachment and avoid direct sunlight.
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